TECHNICAL DATA
EXTRACTOR
LOW FOAM CARPET & UPHOLSTERY SOIL EXTRACTION
MACHINE FLUID
Extractor is a professional-grade suction-type soil extraction machine cleaning fluid. Its deep cleaning action
makes short work of cleaning both carpeting and heavy upholstery fabrics, and, it keeps machine fouling
down due to its low foaming characteristic. The formulation includes color brighteners and a mild, fresh
aroma without heavy perfumes. Additionally, Nuvite Extractor helps keep the extraction equipment clean
and makes cleanup easy and meets those tough cleaning needs in industrial and commercial buildings, or in
aircraft, RV, marine, auto and truck applications. It also works great with the popular small extraction
machines and scrubbers for home upkeep use.









Penetrates ground in dirt and organics
Deep cleaning, low foaming action leaves no soapy or sticky residue
Contains color brighteners and mild aroma
Biodegradable –safe and pleasant for users and environment
Safe to plastics, rubber and all metals
Hard water stable, cold water efficient
Supplied in convenient concentrate for dilution with tap water (1-2 oz per gallon)
Conforms to Airframe OEM standards and specifications

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS







Appearance:
Odor:
pH:
Solubility:
Flash Point:
Specific Gravity:

Clear, green liquid
Mild
12.2 – 12.5 @ 25 oC
Infinite in water
None
1.06 @ 25 oC

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Carpet Extraction Machine Application: Follow instructions on machine, using 1 to 2 ounces of Nuvite
Extractor per gallon of water to be used, depending upon soiling of carpet or upholstery. Test effect on
lightweight upholstery fabrics in un-obtrusive area before using over all. Lukewarm water may be used.

Carpet Pre Spot Cleaning: Use Nuvite PCS Professional Carpet Spotter concentrate diluted 1:4 to 1:8 with
water. Test carpet for color fastness in inconspicuous area. After determining that carpet is color fast, spray
terry towel to dampen cloth, and then apply to soiled spots. Soak out as much soil as possible into dry terry
towel. If soil spot persists after soaking with towel, spray PCS directly on spot and use soft brush to agitate
up and down, then side to side. Reapply dry terry towel to soak out agitated residue. Repeat as needed.
Follow with full carpet extraction using Nuvite Extractor as described above prior to pre spotted areas
drying. Severely soiled carpeting may benefit from repeat extraction.
When using Nuvite products, please use recommended procedures and equipment. For further product
information, and technical support, consult a Nuvite Representative at 800.394.8351
HEALTH AND S AFETY
Users should use standard safety precautions, such as wearing gloves and eye protection along with any
other standard safety procedures. Refer to Safety Data Sheet for further health and safety information.
AVAILABILITY

Extractor is available in Quart, 1, 5 & 55 gallon containers and 5000 gallon tank wagons.
This technical data sheet is offered in good faith without warranty or representation solely for the buyer’s use in the evaluation of this
product. It is the responsibility of the buyer and end user to determine the data and safety information with respect to applicable laws,
regulations, and the fitness & character of this product prior to full scale use. UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS and or NUVITE CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS (seller) assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product of which such
uses are beyond seller’s control. extractor.10.16.td

